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Abstract
In a graph, a clique is a subset of vertices such that every two vertices are connected by an edge. We implement a

novel algorithm, in Mathematica, to find all cliques in a simple graph. The run-time of this algorithm depends more
on the maximum degree in a graph than on the total number of vertices. Up to a maximum degree of around 60 it
appears to be faster at finding maximum cliques than the current algorithm in Combinatorica. It is important that the
algorithm described finds all cliques and not just maximum cliques, since in some biological applications, such as
protein-protein interactions, finding all cliques is biologically siginificant.

1 The Maximum Clique Problem
The maximum clique problem is to find the largest, in terms of vertices, clique of an arbitrary undirected graph,G.
This problem is NP-Complete.

1.1 What is a Clique?
A clique is a complete subgraph of an undirected graph. Every vertex in the clique is connected to every other vertex
in the clique.

Figure 1: In the figure to the right, some of the cliques have
been identified by bold outlines. The vertices and edges
highlighted in green form a 5-clique and the two separate
sets of blue vertices each form their own 4-clique. The
only other cliques in the shown graph are 3-cliques and 2-
cliques(not labelled in bold).
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2 Maximum Clique vs. Maximal Clique
A maximum clique has maximum cardinality; it is the largest, in terms of vertices, clique in the graph. A maximal
clique is not a subset of any other clique; in other words, it is maximum for the vertices in the clique(not the graph).

In the diagram shown below, the red vertices form a maximum clique, being the largest clique in the graph, hav-
ing 6 vertices. The three yellow cliques are all maximal, not being a subset of any other clique. Throughout this graph
there are also several 3 and 2-cliques that are also maximal.

3 Implementation

3.1 Initial Implementation
The following commands create some of the lists I need to implement the process of finding the cliques in a graph,
G. Starting with initial lists, DList and EList, the degree list and edge list of G, respectively, I go through these lists
creating another, more important, list I have called, MyList. I create it by taking the first n elements from EList where
n is the degree of the first vertex, which would be the first element in DList and place that in MyList[[1]]. Those cases
are then deleted from the lists and I continue on for each vertex, creating the entirety of MyList.

DList = Degrees[G];
EList = EdgeList[G];
MyList = {};
Do[{H = EList[[1 ;; DList[[1]]]],

EList = Complement[EList, H];,
A = Flatten[H],
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B = Complement[A, {0}],
DList = Delete[DList, 1],
MyList = Append[MyList, B]}, {k, 1, Length[Degrees[G]]}]

This following three lines of code simply creates empty lists for all potential clique sizes, k. Each list can be brought
up with the command CliquesOf[k].

Thing = Complement[Degrees[G], {0}] ;
Last[Thing]
Do[CliquesOf[k] = {}, {k, 1, Last[Thing] + 1}]

The next bit then searches for 3-cliques.This done by examining the MyList of a vertex and intersecting each piece of
the MyList with that particular vertex.

Do[{Inter = MyList[[{k3]],
Stuff = {{k3},
A = Complement[Inter, Stuff],
Do[{B = A[[{k]],

Inter2 = Intersection[Inter, MyList[[B]]],
Etc = Sort[Flatten[{Stuff, B}]],
x = Length[Etc],

C1 = Complement[Inter2, Etc],
If[Inter2 == Etc, {},

{Do[{y = x + 1, CliquesOf[y] = Append[CliquesOf[y], Sort[Flatten[{Etc, C1[[{k2]]}]]]},
{{k2, 1, Length[C1]}]}]}, {{k, 1, Length[A]}]},

{{k3, 1, Length[Degrees[G]]}]

3.2 What constitutes being an element in MyList
Example: Given a 4-vertex graph such that vertex 1 is connected to vertices 2,3, and 4. Vertex 2 is connected to 1, and
3, vertex 3 is connected to 1 and 2, and vertex 4 is only connected to vertex 1. The MyList of each would include that
particular vertex and the vertices it’s connected to. MyList[[vertex 1]] would then be, {1,2,3,4}, vertex 2 would have
{1,2,3}, vertex 3 would have {1,2,3} and vertex 4 would have a MyList of {1,4}

3.3 Most Recent Implementation
This code searches for each size clique, beginning with a clique of size three. If no 3-cliques exist the code breaks and
is finished. However if 3-cliques do exist in the current graph, it searches for 4-cliques and so on, until the current size
being searched for does not exist. It can break at that point because in order for an n-clique to exist a clique of size n-1
must exist.

start = SessionTime[];
DList = Degrees[G];
EList = EdgeList[G];
MyList = {};
Do[{H = EList[[1 ;; DList[[1]]]],

EList = Complement[EList, H];,
A = Flatten[H],
B = Complement[A, {0}],
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DList = Delete[DList, 1],
MyList = Append[MyList, B]}, {k, 1, Length[Degrees[G]]}]

Thing = Complement[Degrees[G], {0}] ;
Last[Thing];
Do[CliquesOf[k] = {}, {k, 1, Last[Thing] + 1}]
CliquesOf[2] = EdgeList[G];
Do[{Inter = MyList[[k3]],

Stuff = {k3},
A = Complement[Inter, Stuff],
Do[{B = A[[k]],

Inter2 = Intersection[Inter, MyList[[B]]],
Etc = Sort[Flatten[{Stuff, B}]],
x = Length[Etc],
C1 = Complement[Inter2, Etc],
If[Inter2 == Etc, {},

{Do[{y = x + 1, CliquesOf[y] = Append[CliquesOf[y], Sort[Flatten[{Etc, C1[[k2]]}]]]},
{k2, 1, Length[C1]}]}]}, {k, 1, Length[A]}]},

{k3, 1, Length[Degrees[G]]}]
CliquesOf[3] = Complement[CliquesOf[3], {}];
Do[{If [CliquesOf[k4] == {}, {MaxCliq = CliquesOf[k4 - 1][[1]], Break[]},

{Do[{Letters = CliquesOf[k4][[k]],
Inter = Intersection[MyList[[Letters[[1]]]], MyList[[Letters[[2]]]]],
Do[Inter = Intersection[Inter, MyList[[Letters[[k3]]]]], {k3, 3,Length[Letters]}],
C2 = Complement[Inter, Letters],
If[Inter == Letters, {},

Do[{CliquesOf[k4 + 1] = Append[CliquesOf[k4 + 1],
Sort[Flatten[{Letters, C2[[k2]]}]]],

CliquesOf[k4 + 1] = Complement[CliquesOf[k4 + 1], {}]},
{k2, 1, Length[C2]}]]}, {k, 1, Length[CliquesOf[k4]]}]}]},

{k4, 3, Last[Thing] + 1}]
end = SessionTime[] - start
MaxCliq
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4 Numerical Results
Some of the early data showed my code running much more reasonable than the built-in command in Mathematica.

n number of points t seconds for my process t seconds for MaximumClique[G]
100 .06 4.96
200 .19 44.76
300 .38 319.1
400 .7 1,250.19 ++
500 1.29 —-
600 2.44 —-
700 3.78 —-

Table 1: The graphs for this data, was a random graph based on
the above number of points, randomly placing and connecting if
within a distance of .1

n number of points number of edges t seconds for my process t seconds for MaximumClique[G]
2000 30,356 16.317742 —-
2000 29,843 17.225002 49,262.8 ++
3000 43,489 40.67 3,082.68 ++
3000 67,987 78.63 2,098.08 ++
4000 43,723 76.05 —-
4000 77,224 133.708 4,119.87 ++

Table 2: This data was on a much greater number of vertices
and edges, Mathematica’s command did not seem to finish in a
reasonable manner.

n number of points number of edges t seconds for my process t seconds for MaximumClique[G]
50 1,271 783.704 168.24802

100 2,849 374.628296 250.833733
500 7,414 1.565824 4,114.524519

From data and tests that I have run, the codes I have put together seem to run better than Mathematica’s command
when the degrees stay reasonable, such as a no greater of a range than about 38-68, when it increases beyond there my
code does not handle well, while Mathematica’s command takes better, even faster in comparison to itself when the
degrees increase.
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